THE TRACTION PLUS
SAFE SURFACE SYSTEM

PRODUCT

TRACTION PLUS CSR-Clean-Shine-Revive, FINISHED FLOOR CLEANER AND MAINTAINER
PRODUCT NO. TP-521

DESCRIPTION

Traction Plus Clean-Shine-Revive is a one step all-purpose floor cleaner/maintainer for use on any surface not adversely affected by water. CSR cleans and increases the slip resistance on sealed wood floors, sheet vinyl, VCT, marble and granite. CSR will enhance the natural appearance of the floors without leaving behind a hazy build-up. CSR provides excellent emulsifying and penetrating action to remove though soil in both hot and cold water. Cleans, polishes, and is ideal for use with buffing programs to revive a long lasting and brilliant shine. CSR may be used for damp mopping, auto scrubbing or heavy duty cleaning.
NOTE: For MSDS information, please access the website at www.tractionplus.com.

DIRECTIONS

ALWAYS WEAR GOGGLES, GLOVES AND SLIP RESISTANT SHOES WHEN USING THIS OR ANY FLOOR CLEANING PRODUCT

FOR DAMP MOPPING: Add 2-4 ounces of concentrate per gallon of water. Damp mop floors and allow to dry. If desired, buff thoroughly with a polishing pad to maintain a deep, lasting shine.

FOR USE WITH AUTOMATIC SCRUBBERS: Add 2-4 ounces of concentrate per gallon of water to supply tank of automatic scrubber. Be sure to rinse tank before adding CSR to clean water. Scrub floors in the usual manner and allow to dry. If desired, buff with a polishing pad to maintain a deep, lasting shine.

FOR HEAVY DUTY CLEANING: Add 8 ounces concentrate per gallon of water. Apply to surface, scrub, and RINSE.

FOR USE ON WOOD FLOORS as a cleaner/maintainer: Add 2 ounces of concentrate per gallon of water. Damp mop floors, being careful not to over wet or puddle material, and allow to dry. If desired, buff thoroughly with a polishing pad to achieve a deep, long lasting shine.